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Article Body:
Safes provide an extra level of protection from theft or damage for important documents, compu

Homeowners owning firearms also need fire safes for storage purposes. Such safes not only help

Many business establishments also benefit from fire safes. This is especially true for any org

This guide will provide you with all the information you need to decide the fire safe best sui
Primary Considerations
The main questions you should ask yourself before buying a safe are:
What item do I want to protect? Is it cash, documents, jewelry, or computer data?
From what contingency do I want to protect those items ˘ fire or theft?

If you want protection from theft, then what is the value of the items to you in either moneta
If you want protection from fire, then consider if the items are paper or plastic media.

Once you have answered these questions, you will have a reasonable idea of the safe best suite
Types
There are two types of fire safes: data storage and document storage. Both are effective, but
Size

Safes are a long-term investment; before choosing a model, it is important to have a clear ide
Quality Ratings

Make sure that the safe is certified by ECB¯S, which is the European standard for quality safe

You can find a list of the ECB¯S members at http://www.fup-gut.de/english/members_e.htm.

Shopping for Safes

There is a substantial number of safe manufacturers and vendors who offer quality products. Wa
Installing the Safe in the House

Fire-resistant safes can be stored anywhere as they are built to resist fire under virtually a
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